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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A distribution company plans to implement Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management.

The company wants to understand how licensing works for users and devices.

You need to recommend licensing solutions to the company.

What should you recommend?

Options: 
A- Assign either a device license or a user license for the device.

B- Assign a device license to a user.

C- Assign both a device license and a user license to the device.

D- Assign a user to the device

Answer: 
A



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company uses Dynamics 365 finance and operations apps.

The company is creating a detailed One Version strategy for applying updates to different environments through Lifecycle Services

(LCS).

You need to identify which environment can receive automatic updates from Microsoft.

Which environment should you select?

Options: 
A- Microsoft Azure-hosted VHD development environment downloaded from LCS

B- Local VHD development environment downloaded from OneDrive

C- Multiple box testing environment hosted in Microsoft Azure

D- Customer-managed environment deployed through LCS

Answer: 
D



Question 3
Question Type: DragDrop

A company implements Dynamics 365 Commerce. The company has 200 retail stores. The company has a retail store custom solution

and a third-party e-commerce solution. Dynamics 365 Commerce will replace the custom retail point of sale (POS) solution. Dynamics

365 Commerce must integrate with the company's third-party e-commerce solution. The third-party e-commerce solution must meet the

following requirements:

* Integrate with Microsoft Dynamics 365 for in-store order pickups.

* Store orders in XML file format.

* Send the XML order files to an FTP file location.

Dynamics 365 Commerce must meet the following requirements:

* Serve as the inventory system of record.

* Serve as the retail sales and financial system of record.

* Provide point-of-sale (POS) capabilities in store.

* Provide the ability for e-commerce customers to pick up orders in store.

* Update the status of the sales order to prevent it from being fulfilled multiple times.

The custom retail POS solution must meet the following requirements:



* Import retail transactions from all stores into Dynamics 365 Commerce.

* Produce a single pipe-delimited file of all daily sales transactions by store.

* Continue to operate for six months before it is deprecated.

You need to create data integrations for the business processes.

Which integration patterns should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate patterns to the correct requirements. Each pattern may be

used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: Hotspot

A company implements Dynamics 365 finance and operations apps for its retail operations.

Unauthorized vendor checks have been created in the past resulting in check fraud.



The company must print a vendor aging report from a local printer in its headquarters location every week on Sunday night.

Every week on Monday, the comptroller must review the report and approve checks to issue to vendors.

You need to recommend a solution to meet the requirements.

What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Explanation: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/analytics/general-electronic-reporting

Question 5
Question Type: DragDrop

A company plans to implement Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/analytics/general-electronic-reporting


The company's employees have been using the same system and processes for many years. Employees are reluctant to change the old

processes.

You need to create an adoption plan and measure the effectiveness of the plan.

In which phase does each activity belong? To answer, drag the appropriate phases to the correct activities. Each phase may be used

once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 6
Question Type: DragDrop

A company implements Dynamics 365 Finance. The company does not have a developer on staff.

The company designs vendor checks that will be accepted by banks. The company wants to format new vendor checks for multiple

banks.

You need to recommend a solution to validate that a venerated vendor check format matches the original check format.



What should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate tools to the correct requirements. Each tool may be used once, more

than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Explanation: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/analytics/er-business-document-management

Question 7
Question Type: Hotspot

A company uses Dynamics 365 Finance.

The company wants to understand how version updates are handled.

You need to explain the version update and pause policy.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/analytics/er-business-document-management


What should you conclude? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 8
Question Type: Hotspot

A company is implementing the vendor collaboration functionality in Dynamics 365 Chain Management.

A vendor's external user must be able to access the vendor portal and create new users. The external user must be able to create new

users only for the vendor's organization.

You need to set up the solution to meet the requirements.

How should you set up the solution? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.



Answer: 

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A manufacturing company uses Dynamics AX 2012 R3 for high-volume transactions. The company needs to upgrade to Dynamics 365

finance and operations apps.

You must establish performance metrics using a quantitative baseline in the Dynamics AX 2012 R3 environment by using the Microsoft

Performance Benchmark Software Development toolkit (SDK).

You must use the latest and official version of the tool. Microsoft must provide the tool directly.

You need to launch Microsoft Performance Benchmark Software Development toolkit (SDK) for Dynamics AX 2012 R3 to establish

Baseline.

Where should you navigate?

Options: 



A- Lifecycle Services (LCS)

B- Azure DevOps Services

C- Microsoft PartnerSource

D- Microsoft AppSource

E- Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN)

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
As of November, 2014, the Benchmark SDK has been moved. It is now available from the Downloadable tools section of Microsoft

Dynamics Lifecycle Services.

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management.



The system has a slow response time when sales orders are entered.

You need to identify any blocking SQL statements.

Which Lifecycle Services (LCS) tool should you use?

Options: 
A- SQL Insights - Live View

B- SQL Insights - Index Analysis

C- Telemetry data monitoring

D- Performance SDK

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
All SQL performance tools in LCS are available under the SQL Insights tab on the Environment Monitoring page for a specific

environment. The following tabs are available:



Live View -- Shows executing statements and blocking statements. The current SQL Now page that shows performance issues will be

replaced with Live View.

Index Analysis -- Shows aggregated index and table information, based on user scans, user seeks, user updates, and row count. Like

performance metrics, this tool shows the trend for the selected index along with additional table metrics. This feature is not available in

self-service environments.

Queries -- Shows a list of predefined queries that can be used to retrieve metrics on demand. Examples of queries include a current

blocking tree, a list of active plan guides, and a list of most expensive queries.

Etc.
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